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LEARN Plan Sheet

L Look
'W'hat I see and hear.

E Evaluate
Are my observations

accurate?

How do I feel about
what I observed?

A Ask
"I wonder" about:
r Child's early language

and literacy development.

r 'What and who I might
ask to gain a deeper
understanding.

R Reflect
What do I currently do?
'W'hat might I need to

change or adapt?

N Nurture
What are some ways I can

nurture early language

and literacy for this child?
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Eurly Literacy Skills

This chart outlines the skills young children need to acquire early
literacy. The skills are organized within the following four categories:

Concepts of Language, Concepts of Books, Concepts of Text, and

Concepts of Story.

CONCEPTS OF LANGUAGE

VOCABU LA RY

Descriptor Skill
The words used for spoken and Llses more and varied vocabulary
written expression. with increased frequency.

MEANING MAKING

Descriptor Skill
Having sufficient background uses vocabulary and behaviors
knowledge and comprehension for appropriate to context.
understanding and interpreting
vocabulary, concepts, and stories.

PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS

Descriptor Skill
The ability to recognize spoken Discriminates and differentiates
words as a sequence of sounds. the sounds of language.
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CONCEPTS OF LANGUAGE

PRAGMATICS

Descriptor Skill
A set of social rules about Uses effective verbal and nonverbal
language to communicate within communication appropriate to
a cuitural context. Concerned social context and cultural rules.
with the function of language
rather than the form.

SYNTAX

Descriptor Skill
Rules of language. IJses speech that increasingly follows

the rules of language.

CONCEPTS OF BOOKS

BOOK HANDLING

Descriptor skill
LJnderstanding of book design Shows interest in books.
and components.

FUNCTION OF BOOKS

Increasingly shows awareness of the
components and sequence of books.

Descriptor skill
Books convey meaning. Interacts with books in increasingly

meaningful ways, for instance,
pretends to read books, retells,
comments, asks questions, and
requests books to be read.
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CONCEPTS OF TEXT

PRINT AWARENESS AND LETTER KNOWLEDGE

Descriptor Skill
Graphic symbols represent sounds, Discriminates between print and pic-
and sound combinations make words. tures and begins to recognize letters.

WRITING

Descriptor Skill
Translating ideas into print using LJses letters or letter-like symbols to
alphabetic symbols. convey meaning and communicate

with others.

CONCEPTS OF STORY

ELEMENTS OF STORY

Descriptor Skill
A sequence of events orgtnized Increasing awareness that stories have a

into a narrative and linked beginning, middle, and end; characters,

together by a common theme. setting, plot, climax, and resolution.

FUNCTION OF STORY

Descriptor Skill
To organize experiences and Increasingly able to tell, retell, and
events, real or imagined, and create stories based on real or imag-
convey cultural meaning. ined events or experiences of self

or others.

COMPREHENSION OF STORY

Descriptor skill
understand meaning conveyed by Increasingly able to describe what
the story. happened in the story, answer ques-

tions, and make predictions about

the story.
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Tips for Teachers

EARLY LANGUAGE AND LITERACY
IS CRADLED BY: C.AREFUL OBSERVATION

Observation and ongoing assessment are key to creating a developmen-

tally appropriate curriculum for each child. 'When we take time to reflect

on our observations and evaluate their meaning, we gain a clearer under-
standing of each child's language and literacy development.

I Plan time to observe. Think about the goal for your observation. Plan

a time when you won't be interrupted and observe children individu-
ally (alone and in groups) with a focused goal in mind. Observe each

child periodically and informally throughout the day.

I Document what you see and hear. Observation is an art that needs to
be practiced. Take care to write down just what you see and hear as

you observe.

Suspend judgment. Avoid making judgments or jumping to conclusions

when observing children. Keep a separate journal for your own
thoughts and feelings.

Link obseruation and ongoing assessment to curriculum. Plan your language

and literacy curriculum based on your observations and ongoing
assessments (tracking children's progress over time). Individualize
and adapt your curriculum-scaffolding experiences based on each

child's interests, family culture, developmental level, needs, and

preferred learning styles.
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r Get a second opinion.If you have concerns, have another teacher or
service provider observe the child and reflect on your observations

together.

I Collect lots of information in many ways. Make a portfolio for each

child. Gather children's artwork, writing samples, dictated stories,

and photos of classroom interactions. IJse a tape recorder, video,

or digital canaera to pick up children's interactions.

'Ways to engage families:

I Acknowledge and ask. Acknowledge that families are the experts about

their child. Ask families to share their insights.

r Schedule family conferences. Make time throughout the year to meet

with families to share about their child's progress, and have families

share their observations and goals for their child.
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Head, Heart, Hand Journal Reflection

Think about and write down your thoughts on the following:

1. 
'W'hen I think about observing without assumptions and judgments:
'What will be easy?'W'hat will be hard?

2. What activities, props, books, print, and experiences could I add to

my curriculum and environment based on what I know and under-

stand about each child in my care?

3. 'What will I do differently as a result of this training session?

The Head, Heart, Hand concept was adapted from the Region ul Head Start Quality
Improvement Center, LJniversity of Maryland.
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